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Introduction

So you want to be a songwriter? Maybe you’re already in the process of writing a
song, but you need a little help navigating the maze of lyrics and sound layering.
Or perhaps you’re already an experienced songwriter who would like to learn
more about the business side of things – marketing, networking, and selling your
songs.

This ebook is a roadmap for songwriters in all stages of the process. From your
first spark of inspiration, it will guide you through creative and commercial
considerations, until you have all the information you need to connect with
industry insiders and get your demo the attention it deserves.

In Part 1: The Creative Process, you will learn ways to find inspiration and
generate ideas, even when you’re not feeling particularly creative, and how to
write songs your audience can relate to.

Part 2: Writing the Song delves into the technical side. You will learn how to
blend your personal creativity with cutting-edge software programs to find the
perfect words and phrases for your songs. This section also introduces you to the
importance of sound texture and song structure. Follow these rules to produce
unforgettable songs!

Part 3: Sales & Marketing is your guide to getting your songs out there and
making a sale. You will learn how to market your songs online and offline, and
find specific websites connecting songwriters to industry insiders who want to
buy their work. This section will also illustrate how social media can grow your
fan base exponentially and put you in touch with people who can jump-start your
career.

In Part 4: Hashing Out the Details, we discuss the importance of songwriting
credits, copyright, and royalties. Most of what you’ve been told about copyrights
is wrong! Learn how to protect your work until you decide to sell it.

Part 5: Advanced Tips for Songwriters contains important pointers that will help
anyone who is trying to write or sell a song. These include tips for managing
taxes, producing your best work, and improving your health and well-being. You’ll
also learn how to connect with other songwriters and keep your perspective even
during tough times.

By downloading this ebook, you’ve already taken the first step toward a
rewarding and profitable songwriting career. Now sit back, make yourself
comfortable, and get ready to learn!
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Part 1: The Creative Process

Anyone who possesses creativity will tell you it isn’t like a light switch. You can’t
flip it on and off at will. Sometimes you will have a burst of inspiration that keeps
you writing well into the night. Other times, you’ll find yourself in a creative
drought that feels like it will last forever.

To keep the creative juices flowing, draw inspiration from everyday people and
places, and give yourself a change of scenery when you need it. Thwart writer’s
block by expanding your horizons and making yourself write even when you don’t
feel like it. Learn to generate ideas your audience will respond to.

Once you master all of these skills, you will set yourself apart from the majority of
songwriters. Don’t let a creative drought impact your productivity; follow these
simple steps to produce unique ideas and relatable lyrics, using your own life as
a creative launch pad.

Tip #1 - Soak Up Inspiration

The key to coming up with great song ideas is to open your mind and pay
attention to everything around you. Some songwriters are inspired by the music
they hear. Others are motivated by certain situations, places, or people.

Archetypical ideas serve as inspiration to millions of people. Love, hate, revenge,
loneliness, happiness, sadness, and dissatisfaction are all cornerstones of the
human experience. People respond to those ideas because they can relate to
them. Look at the overarching themes in your own life and use them as the basis
for your next song.

It’s hard to get inspired if you never have the chance. If you work indoors all day,
make an effort to get outside and reconnect with nature. Meet new people and
listen to their stories. Take a weekend trip to a place you’ve never visited. Talk to
your parents and grandparents for a dose of nostalgia. Make your mind like a
sponge that soaks up inspiration from every source, and then transform your
observations into workable ideas.

Remember, your “muse” can strike at any time, and not always when it’s most
convenient! To avoid losing ideas that pop up in the middle of the night, keep a
journal beside your bed so you can jot them down while they’re fresh.

Tip #2 - Broaden Your Horizons
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Don’t be afraid to experiment with different musical genres. Many songwriters
draw inspiration from all kinds of styles. You might hear someone say they took
their songwriting cues from pop music, rock, country, or hip-hop – or all of the
above!

The most successful songwriters surround themselves with music. If you’re
familiar with only a few different musical styles, you’re selling yourself short! Each
genre may have plenty of talent, but only a few standout artists. To ensure that
your songs are different from the rest, branch out and listen to artists who, at first
glance, might not be seem like part of your ‘scene’. To keep your song from
getting lost in the crowd, you’ll need to give it star quality.

Most ideas have been done before–some of them over and over again. The
secret is to put your own personal spin on these ideas instead of just rehashing
them. Blend elements from many different genres to create a sound that is
uniquely yours.

And don’t limit yourself to the most popular musical genres. Delve into obscure
sub-genres and independent music to find fresh sounds and ideas.

Tip #3 - Generating Ideas

Ideas, like inspiration, can strike at any hour of the day or night. It’s very
frustrating to have a vague memory of a great idea, but not be able to recall
enough details to flesh it out. No matter where you are, try to get your ideas
down on paper before you forget them.

If you’re experiencing writer’s block and can’t come up with any good ideas,
you’re not alone! Most writers experience this frustration at some point. The only
way to conquer writer’s block is to just keep writing.

First, look for song ideas in aspects of your own life. What experiences have you
had that people can easily relate to? For example, you might have fallen in love
at first sight, had a bad break-up, or come to the realization that there is more to
life than earning a paycheck. Many people can relate to those situations, and
they will enjoy listening to a song that expresses their feelings.

Maybe you’ve had a transforming experience in your life, such as an addiction or
the death of a loved one. If you’re comfortable sharing it, this type of compelling
story can make for powerful songwriting. Your audience will either relate to the
lyrics on a deep level, or they will admire your courage for writing such a heartfelt
piece.

Some of the best songs were written in a collaborative effort. Work with other
writers by arranging a local meet-up or joining an online community where you
can toss ideas back and forth. It’s fine to discuss broad concepts in public forums,
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but keep your specific ideas to yourself unless you completely trust the people
you’re communicating with.

It’s a sad fact that song ideas get stolen, and if someone else capitalizes on
yours before you do, you’ll either lose out on the credit (and royalties) or face a
lengthy legal battle in an attempt to get your due rewards.

Tip #4 - Consider Your Audience

The people who listen to your music should have a say in the kind of songs you
write. If you already have a fan base, you should strive to give them what they
want. For instance, if your audience consists mostly of teens and their parents,
you won’t want to use suggestive or violent lyrics. If you’re targeting a more
hardcore audience, they probably won’t appreciate a “bubble-gum pop” sound.

That said, you have to allow yourself room to grow as a songwriter. It takes
practice, but you can vary your writing style and explore new themes without
alienating your audience. For example, you can structure your song or write your
lyrics in a way that isn’t often heard in your genre, while still trying to keep the
overall song within the standards of your defined style.

Write Songs People Can SING!

This is another consideration. You want to write songs that people will enjoy
listening to and singing along with. If your lyrics are too controversial, people
might hesitate to play your music in public or to sing along in front of others.

Of course, there may be times when a song you’re writing calls for edgier lyrics.
Feel free to write them, but also produce other songs that are suitable for all ages.
The more universal, wholesome music is more likely to be sold, picked up by
radio stations, and even licensed for commercial use.

Tip #5 - Write What You Know

If you were born into a blue-collar family, you’d have a hard time writing songs
about being rich. Likewise, someone who grew up with a silver spoon in their
mouth might not be able to produce credible lyrics about the challenges of
poverty.

Your audience doesn’t want to be duped. They know the entertainment industry
is rooted in fantasy, but they appreciate artists and songwriters who keep things
real. You can do this by writing about what you know.

The more authentic your experiences, the more authentic your writing will be.
Draw inspiration from the people and events that shaped your life. Even if you
think your life story has been uneventful, or that it’s too unusual for people to
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relate to, you may be surprised by the number of people who will enjoy hearing
about it.

Part 2: Writing the Song

Lyrics are only one half of the songwriting equation. You will have a much better
chance of success if you can write music to accompany them. Sound label execs
prefer demos that combine good lyrics and good music.

No matter the genre, every hit song needs to contain certain elements—
memorable lyrics, textured sound, a great hook, and the right balance of
repetition—to remain firmly planted in listener’s minds.

To put this all together, you’ll need to have at least a basic understanding of
music theory and song structure, as well as great words and phrases that rhyme.
Read on to learn how to do both.

Tip #6 - Learn Music Theory

You don’t need to be a master composer to write a song, but it helps to have an
understanding of basic music theory so you can anticipate how your song might
sound when set to music.

Take a music class, sit in on some lessons, or check out a self-study guide to
develop a basic understanding of rhythm, pitch, and common musical patterns.
These will form the foundation of your songs.

Having an understanding of music can help you write your lyrics. For example, if
you write the lyrics using certain words and phrases, you might end up with a
song that’s hard to set to music. But if you replace those with more singable
lyrics, you could have an easier time finding or creating suitable music.

If you’re writing a song for a particular artist, it’s important to know their natural
vocal scale and preferred key. Try to write something that stands out from the
songs they’ve recorded before, but that still retains their basic style.

Tip #7 - Build a Great Hook

All popular songs have a great hook— the part of the song that grabs people’s
attention and prompts them to sing along. This is typically the chorus, but not
always.

You’ve probably witnessed firsthand the power of hooks. Listen to a group of
people singing along with a popular hit. Many of them will mumble or hum their
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way through the verses, but then know the catchy chorus by heart! That’s
because the chorus ‘hooked’ their attention.

When writing a hook for your song, make it suitable for a wide target audience.
Don’t write a chorus that insults or ostracizes any particular demographic. Keep
things lighthearted.

Next, make it easy to sing along with. A song that is sung by as many people as
possible is much more likely to be commercially successful. If it calls for too
many soaring vocals, most people won’t be able to easily sing along. Make it
easy for your audience to join in by giving them an easy, catchy chorus.

Finally, the human brain learns through repetition. If you want people to
memorize your chorus, it needs to be somewhat repetitive. This is a thin line the
songwriter must walk—the lyrics of your hook should be rhythmic enough to stick
in people’s minds, but not so repetitive that they annoy people.

Tip #8 - Add Layers of Sound Texture

When you’re writing the music to accompany your lyrics, you might start with the
bass line or rhythm. Or perhaps there’s a haunting melody you’d prefer to write
first, with the deeper tones added later. Whatever your writing style, adding
layers of sound texture will lend richness and complexity to your song.

Ideally, your song should contain high notes, mid tones, and low notes to create
a deeper, richer, and more complete sound. Once you have the framework in
place, start working on guitar solos and other attention-grabbers.

Record the song and play it back with a critical ear. Is it lacking something? Is the
song too one-dimensional? Would a more complex melody or distortion fill in the
gaps? If you can’t muster an objective opinion – which is natural; after all, you’ve
invested a great deal of time and effort creating the song – then ask a peer to
review it.

Don’t be afraid to experiment with lots of different sounds. Listen to samples of
music and effects that could enhance your unique style. Add a catchy bass line,
energetic drums, or unforgettable guitar riffs to finish the song.

By taking inspiration from many different musical genres, you will be able to
weave together a sound that is uniquely yours. Add your lyrics, and you’ve got
the whole package!

Tip #9 - Find Words that Rhyme

Have you ever wondered why so many popular songs have rhyming lyrics? A
great song doesn’t necessarily need to rhyme, but the catchy ones almost always
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do. In some genres, like rap and hip-hop, rhyming is especially important. So
what can you do if you’ve got a limited vocabulary?

When you’re trying to find a word that rhymes with the one you’ve already used,
just sit down and make a list of all the words you can think of that rhyme. Just
write down everything that comes to mind, no matter how crazy it sounds. Some
will be silly, and a lot won’t fit, but this exercise will get your creative juices
flowing.

If you’re having trouble, start with the suffix of the word and attach different
consonant sounds to the beginning. For example, if you were trying to rhyme the
word ‘love’, you would take the suffix ‘-ove’ and replace the first letter with
different consonants until you find a word that makes sense.

This simplistic approach is designed to get you thinking about rhyming words.
There are many tools available to help you discover rhyming words and phrases.

Tip #10 - Dust Off Your Thesaurus

A thesaurus provides a long list of words that have the same meaning as the one
you’re trying to rhyme. You might be able to come up with a more easily
rhymable word that means the same thing. You can find a thesaurus at your
library, or visit thesaurus.com online.

Another useful reference book for songwriters is a rhyming words dictionary. This
can help you find words and phrases that go well together. Rhyming dictionaries
are available at the library and online.

At rhymezone.com, you can enter a word you want to rhyme, and the website will
return results sorted by syllable count. In our earlier example, if you enter the
word ‘love,’ you will get 1-syllable results (i.e. of, dove, glove); 2-syllable results
(i.e. above, kind of, proud of); all the way up to 7-syllable results (i.e.
uncharacteristic of).

Writeexpress.com is another handy rhyming website. Just enter a word and
choose the type of rhyme you’re looking for. You can rhyme the word’s beginning,
ending, first syllable, last syllable, or request a double rhyme.

For best results, use the thesaurus, rhyming dictionary, and web sites in
conjunction with songwriting software (see Tip #11). In your spare time, play
word games that increase your vocabulary, like crosswords and Scrabble.

Tip #11 - Use Software the Smart Way
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Not into research? Consider buying a software program that will provide rhymes
for you. This requires more start-up costs, sometimes hundreds of dollars, but it
could save you lots of time and frustration.

Some software suites, like Master Writer, give you access to language tools to
help you find the right words. Other programs spit out formulaic songs based on
the words you enter.

To express yourself through your songs, it’s better to do most of your writing on
your own, using tools only in dire circumstances. The complete song generators
can produce some very iffy lyrics – at best, devoid of soul and feeling; at worst,
silly or extremely recycled. Let your audience know that you value their support
by giving them authentic songs.

There is also musical software available that will let you preview how your lyrics
will sound when set to music. This can help you develop your song idea into
something truly memorable.

Tip #12 - Write Memorable Lyrics

For songs to be successful, they need to be memorable. Forgettable songs get,
quite simply, forgotten! Songwriters are always looking for ways to make their
music stand out in people’s minds. One essential ingredient is memorable lyrics.

Think about some of the most unforgettable lyrics you’ve heard. What makes
them stand out? Did the songwriter use an unusual pair of rhyming words? Was
the story especially funny, poignant, or sad? Did the song introduce a funny word
or phrase that became popular after its release? Are the lyrics simply fun and
repetitive enough to make you want to sing along?

People will remember your song if the lyrics touch them. Even a light, silly song
can be memorable if it makes people laugh and have a good time. People
remember the songs that make them smile, cry, and experience emotions. Songs
that express feelings the listeners can’t put into words themselves, like poignant
ballads or rebellious rock anthems, are likely to stick with them.

Start with a solid song idea, craft some lyrics that are simple enough to sing
along with but eloquent enough to express your feelings, and use rhyming words.
Go back and revise the lyrics if you discover better words that haven’t been
overused. For your efforts, you will be rewarded with a song your audience will
remember.

Tip #13 - Structure Your Song

Most genres have a few traditional song structures. In rock, dance, and country,
the formula is typically: Intro; Verse 1; Chorus; Verse 2; Chorus; Instrumental;
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Verse 3; Chorus; Chorus; End. Many pop songs follow a similar structure, but
might include another instance of the chorus, or a modified version of the chorus,
instead of an instrumental section.

Good song structure will keep your audience listening. Bad song structure will
leave them bored or confused. It’s okay to bend the rules for your genre, but
don’t try to break them completely. Part of writing a successful song is giving
your audience what they want to hear.

To keep your listeners interested and to prevent your song from becoming too
repetitive, experiment with musical build-ups and breaks. A build-up adds more
layers of sound texture and more volume to create a crescendo in the song. A
break occurs when all the instruments stop playing, except for one or two that are
showcased during the break, such as a drum solo, bass solo, or piano or guitar
solo. After the break, the rest of the instruments join back in and the song
progresses as before.

Many songs are paced like a story. The first verse describes a problem, the
second verse talks more about the conflict, and the third verse reveals the
resolution. Consider structuring your song like a narrative, telling an intriguing
tale that your listeners will want to follow until the end.

Also consider how you want to end your song. In the past, fade-outs were
popular, but these are rare now. Audiences seem to prefer a tidier ending that
wraps up the song. Some options include a driving instrumental, a simple repeat
of the chorus, or a few power chords to add a big finish.

Part 3: Sales & Marketing

The creative process is only one part of the songwriting experience. Ideally, there
will come a time when you’d like to capitalize on your work. If you decide to sell
your songs, you’ll need to learn a little about sales and marketing.

You can still sell and market your songs in the traditional venues, but the
widespread prevalence of the Internet has made it more convenient than ever to
create buzz and name recognition. You can also network with artists and other
songwriters online, which is great when you need advice, inspiration, or just
moral support.

In this section, you’ll learn about the power of social media marketing, plus what
you should (and shouldn’t) do once a record exec has agreed to listen to your
demo. You will also find the names of firms that work closely with music directors
in film and television. Sign up with them, and you’ll be even closer to your big
break!

Tip #14 - How to Sell Your Songs
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Selling a song is a lot like selling a novel: It’s a process that takes time,
persistence, and a little bit of luck. If you stick with it, you’ll come away from the
experience with lots of useful knowledge and criticism. Better yet, you just might
land a deal!

Before you try to sell your songs, you should have a high-quality recording on CD
or in digital MP3 format. You should also be prepared for some common
challenges songwriters face when shopping their songs.

It can be frustrating to finally get the go-ahead to send your song to an industry
pro, only to wait for weeks or months with no word from them. The reality is that
there are a lot of talented songwriters out there. To stand out, you need a fresh
and memorable sound. You also need to know where to find leads for profitable
projects. Purchase a Writer’s Digest magazine, and get your hands on a copy of
the latest Songwriter’s Market guide.

Selling a song takes time – sometimes lots of it. You must master the art of being
persistent without being annoying. If you sent in your song two weeks ago, go
ahead and follow up with a polite e-mail to verify that the song was received.
You’d be surprised by how often CDs are misplaced or fail to reach the right
people. Be prepared to send your materials again. Label the CD itself and the CD
case with your name, e-mail, address, and phone number to make it easy for
industry pros to reach you.

Every two to three weeks, check in on the status of your song and ask if anyone
has had the chance to listen to it yet. Be patient, as the person you’re
communicating with is probably overrun by submissions from songwriters just like
you. If they ask you not to send follow-up messages, honor that request.

Meanwhile, there is plenty to do while you wait for a response. If you live in an
area with a thriving music scene, like New York, Los Angeles, or Nashville, try
submitting your song to a local band to see if they’d like to use it. They might like
it enough to start collaborating with you on other songs. Start networking with
other bands to build a reputation as a good songwriter.

You can increase your chances of landing a deal by doing a little research before
you send in your demo. First, confirm that the label accepts unsolicited demos. If
they don’t, yours will probably be returned to you. Next, make sure the label you
are pitching to produces music similar to your particular genre. Finally, get some
unbiased reviews to ensure that your music is ready for prime time. Industry pros
listen to approximately 20 seconds of each song to decide if the rest is worth
listening to. Send in 3 or 4 of your very best songs.

Some words of caution: You should never, ever pay someone to listen to your
songs, set your lyrics to music, or publish your work. Many scam artists offer
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instant gratification to desperate songwriters, but don’t fall for their tricks. The
only money that should change hands is when the record company pays you
after deciding to use your song.

Tip #15 - Marketing on the Internet

The Internet has changed the way songs are marketed and provided easier
access to paying customers. At the same time, it has made the industry even
more competitive.

One of the best things about the Internet is that a small business or independent
songwriter can gain name recognition with little or no start-up costs. Thanks to
free blogging software and social media web sites, marketing is more affordable
than ever.

All of the big social media sites – Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, and Twitter –
are free to use. Just start posting material that people find interesting,
entertaining, or useful, and you can quickly cultivate a virtual following.

One idea is to provide advice and tips to other struggling songwriters. Regularly
update your Facebook and MySpace pages, send out frequent tweets with cool
links and information, and upload some question-and-answer videos to YouTube.

Create a free blog and use it to give away promotional ebooks, answer questions,
and discuss industry headlines. For maximum exposure, link your blog with your
social media pages. If you provide valuable content that helps or entertains your
readers, they may link back to your blog and promote your site to their contacts.

By following these tips, you will increase your name recognition without spending
a dime. At the same time, you can network with industry insiders, collaborate with
other songwriters, and offer your songs and services for money. When your
business takes off, you can increase your marketing investment through banner
ads and pay-per-click campaigns.

Tip #16 - How to License Your Songs

This tip is for songwriters who would like to license their music for use in movies,
television shows, commercials, and video games. Some songwriters think of
licensing as ‘selling out’. Others look at it as a steady paycheck to cover their
living expenses while they create more music.

Licensing isn’t for everyone. Songwriters who work slowly might lose out to those
who can turn around a project in a matter of hours or days. If you’re confident
that you can do this reliably, you could definitely increase your income by
licensing your songs.
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Licensing is a great way for new songwriters to break into the industry, since
many music directors like to work with new talent rather than better known (and
more expensive) label artists. By maintaining a reputation for quality, dependable
work, you will endear yourself to music directors who might call on you for future
projects.

When you license your songs for commercial use, you might be paid a flat fee for
the rights to the song, or you could receive an advance against future royalties.
The flat fee is a safe bet, but you could end up losing out on a lot of money if that
show, film, or game becomes a best-seller.

Whatever you decide, closely research any business that offers to put you in
touch with music directors and industry insiders. Although many free services
exist, they are often overcrowded because they don’t require the songwriters to
pay anything up front.

While you should generally avoid agents and others who ask for money up-front,
there are a couple of reputable firms that charge a fee for their marketing
services. The trade-off is that they do get calls from music directors seeking new
talent, so your membership fee pays for a significantly higher chance of being
discovered.

Some of the more popular match-making services include Taxi, Broadjam, and
Pump Audio. Before you choose a service, go online to find unbiased reviews
from fellow songwriters.

Part 4: Hashing Out the Details

Now that you’ve gone through the creative process and learned a bit about
marketing and licensing your songs, you may be wondering about copyrights.
Who owns the copyrights to your songs? Do you have to register your songs in
order to receive a copyright? Who should receive songwriter credit on a
collaboration?

Details like these are very important. You don’t want to lose out on credit (and
royalties) because of a misunderstanding over copyright. A little knowledge now
can prevent costly mishaps down the road.

Tip #17 - Songwriting Credits

Who should receive songwriting credit for your song? If you work alone, this is a
simple answer – you wrote the song, so you get the credit. But when you
collaborate with other writers and artists, the details can become a little blurry.

Lyrics alone don’t make a song. Other may have contributed riffs, solos, or
catchy rhythms to give the song its unique sound. Who gets credit for the song
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and who is entitled to royalties from the profits? These details are best decided
before you even sit down to collaborate.

To spare hard feelings, you and the other contributors should decide for
yourselves who gets credit for the song. You can vote on it, share equally in the
credit and future profits, or come up with another system that works for everyone.

Whatever you decide is fine, as long as it’s fair. If you don’t make these decisions
beforehand and the song becomes a major hit, it can lead to messy legal
conflicts that draw out for years after its release.

Once you’ve decided who gets credit, attach the names of all credited
songwriters to the music by tagging files and including all the names on demo
fact sheets. Each songwriter should register with BMI (bmi.com) and ASCAP
(ascap.com) to make sure they receive their rightful royalties.

Tip #18 - Copyright: It's Automatic

You may have heard that copyrighting is a complicated process requiring you to
register your work with the U.S. Copyright Office or jump through legal hoops.

Actually, you don’t need to do any of these things. In North America, copyrights
are automatic as long as you can prove that the work is original and fixed. For a
work to be fixed, it needs to exist in some tangible form—such as an e-mail, a file
written to a hard drive, or a print-out stamped and mailed to yourself—that shows
when it was first created.

Copyright laws may vary outside of North America. Verify the latest laws in your
area to make sure your work is protected.

Tip #19 - Trade Copyright for Royalties

There comes a time in every songwriter’s career when they must decide whether
to retain the copyrights to their work or sell the copyright for royalties. Many
songwriters will tell you never to give up your copyright, but there are pros and
cons to each approach.

As a songwriter, you have an automatic copyright on the lyrics and music you
create. However, when you sign with a label, you will almost certainly be required
to give up your copyrights. Most artists don’t retain the copyrights to their songs,
though some do buy them back at a later date.

What you have to consider is how difficult it is to break into the music industry. If
you’ve gotten the attention of a record label and they’re willing to sign you, you
don’t want to complicate the process by refusing to give up your copyrights. Take
advantage of this first big break while the offer still stands.
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This is not ideal, of course, but it gives you a chance to work for an established,
well-connected label, which can open doors to all kinds of business opportunities.
They might license your songs for use in movies, television shows, or even video
games, earning much higher royalties than if you’d kept the copyrights for
yourself.

Of course, monetary gain might not be your primary goal. Maybe you write songs
simply for the love of the music. In that case, feel free to keep your copyrights.
There is no right or wrong answer to the copyright question; it all depends on
your goals.

Part 5: Advanced Tips for Songwriters

These are the tips that, while important, didn’t fit in any other section. They will
help you write your best, make the most of tax deductions, cultivate your
personal brand, and reach out to other songwriters for support.

Songwriting can be stressful. It can be daunting to write for a living, not knowing
when or even if you will get your next paycheck. The field is competitive, and
music professionals are inundated with requests to listen to demos.

An overabundance of stress can lead to health problems, and nothing kills the
creative process like anxiety. Here, you’ll find strategies to protect your health,
because an unhealthy writer is an unproductive writer.

Tip #20 - Take Care of Yourself

Like any creative endeavor, songwriting is subject to the natural ebb and flow of
inspiration. Simply put, there are days when the words seem to write themselves
and the music just falls into place, and there are days when it’s like pulling teeth
just to complete a single verse. You must learn to anticipate the bad days and
work through them.

In addition to blocking inspiration, stress and anxiety can weaken your immune
system, leaving you frequently sick and unable to produce your best work. To
relieve your mind and protect your body, engage in some stress-busting activities
each day.

Meditation can help to subdue anxiety and slow down racing thoughts. When
paired with yoga, it becomes a powerful strategy for relaxing your body and mind.
You can also use meditation as quiet time to reflect on your songs. Once your
mind is calm and free of stress, you might be surprised by how many great ideas
you have.
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Take care of your body, too. Get plenty of sleep each night and get some
physical activity each day. Stay well hydrated, especially if you’re a singer-
songwriter, as dehydration can keep your vocal chords from sounding their best.

Tip #21 - Take Advantage of Tax Breaks

As the old saying goes, death and taxes are the only sure things in life, and that
includes songwriters. Even creative types have to deal with the drudgery of taxes.
The key is learning to take advantage of tax breaks.

People who are self-employed, including independent contractors (songwriters),
usually have to pay a hefty amount of taxes. But if you have business expenses,
you can write those off as deductions that aren’t counted toward your total
income. The more deductions you have, the less you pay in taxes.

What counts as a business expense? A computer that’s dedicated to your
business, musical equipment, songwriting software, marketing expenses, CDs,
and studio supplies are all business expenses that can be deducted at tax time—
and those are just the obvious choices. Sit down with a tax professional to see
what else you can deduct.

Tip #22 - How to Stand Out

Standing out is important, both in your songwriting and in your demo submissions
and presentations. Once you’ve written several songs, sit back and look at the
big picture. Of the songs that have received objective criticism, which were best
received? What qualities do those songs share? Whatever they are, you should
consider making them the focal point of your personal brand.

Branding is a crucial part of marketing any business, including songwriting. When
you think of fast-food hamburgers, there are probably one or two major chains
that spring to mind. That is the power of branding. By cultivating a personal brand,
you will carve out a niche for yourself in the music industry.

Consider which qualities you want your audience to associate with your work.
Are your songs funny? Dramatic? Quirky? Easy to sing along with or dance to?
You can focus on a number of different qualities as long as you produce good
material.

There are a couple of common amateur mistakes that can significantly reduce
the chances of selling songs. When a songwriter or singer-songwriter cultivates
an image that is too over-the-top, their attempt to get attention can be seen as
desperation.

This is true of both their personal image and the way they package their demo kit
for submission. Music industry professionals have become desensitized to hype
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and sensationalism. They are potential business partners, not potential fans.
When you’re presenting your song to a pro, keep things professional.

Don’t send your submission in a wildly colored package. That trick is overdone
and no longer works. Execs would much rather see a clean, professional
package containing a fact sheet, demo recording, and any relevant information
about you. They are more interested in facts, such as artists you’ve worked with
in the past, rather than opinions, such as how much your songs rock.

To strengthen your personal image, play up a few of your strongest points rather
than acting or looking too wild. Some singer-songwriters, like Lady Gaga, have
found success by creating an excessively flamboyant image, but this is a risky
ploy for newcomers.

Tip #23 - Get Unbiased Opinions

When you’re a beginning songwriter, it’s a natural inclination to ask your friends
and family to critique your work. The problem is that it’s tough, if not impossible,
to get unbiased reviews from loved ones. They won’t be as brutally honest as a
stranger or an industry insider.

Sometimes it’s hard to take criticism. If you’re new to the music industry and
haven’t yet developed a thick skin, it’s easy to get discouraged or even angry
when someone doesn’t like your songs. But you’re not doing yourself any favors
by avoiding negative feedback; unbiased criticism can reveal the changes you
need to make to produce better music.

There is a difference between criticism and insults. Criticism serves a purpose: It
points out areas that need improvement and gives you the opportunity to make
necessary changes. Insults serve no purpose except to make you feel bad. Sign
up for a writer’s critique circle, or look for a mentor who can assess your work
and provide useful suggestions.

Tip #24 – Join a Songwriting Community

Songwriters can feel isolated at times. When you spend a lot of your time alone,
focused on creating songs, it’s easy to forget that there are thousands of other
people who understand what it’s like to feel inspired, uninspired, or just plain sick
and tired of the creative process. Venting to like-minded individuals can be
therapeutic and prevent burn-out.

It’s easiest to connect with a songwriting community online. Some groups, like
those found on Meetup.com, get together for face-to-face meetings. Others exist
in the form of blogs and message forums. Any of these communities can be
helpful in forming a songwriting network.
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Some songwriters use these communities to air their frustrations with the creative
and commercial processes. Others seek tips and advice from those more
experienced. Many songwriters find artists and other writers to network and
collaborate with. Some just enjoy socializing with other creative types.

Whatever your need, consider joining one or more of these communities. They
are helpful for people in all stages of the songwriting process.

Tip #25 - Remember to Have Fun

What’s the point of devoting hundreds of hours to something you don’t enjoy?
Most people become songwriters because they have a story to tell, and because
they have a passion for music. Setting their story to music is the ultimate dream.

It’s easy to lose sight of that dream when you’re struggling with writer’s block,
unresponsive industry insiders, bills, and all the tedious administrative tasks that
come with starting your own business. Try to maintain your perspective; in
following your dream, you have already accomplished something most people
never will!

Conclusion

Now you’ve learned the ins and outs of the songwriting process, from sparking
your creativity to submitting your demo for consideration. If you’ve already got a
finished song that’s ready to be sent in, use the websites listed in this ebook to
connect with music directors for film and television. If you’re just starting to write,
or haven’t yet begun the process, use this as a resource to bolster your
confidence and find good ideas.

From start to finish, the songwriting process is demanding, and there will be days
when you wonder why you ever chose this occupation. Just remember that there
will be good days again soon – and have fun!

Best of luck to you!
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Recommended Reading:

Superior Songwriting - by Stuart Sinclair

Superior Songwriting presents an unusually detailed and thorough look at how to
avoid critical songwriting mistakes and master the art of great composition.

Written by seasoned composer, Stuart Sinclair, you can relax in the knowledge
that all the tips and advice included are tried and true, and come from Sinclair’s
real-life experience as a composer and musician.

There is also an incredible mini recording software that lets you record your voice
onto your computer and start composing songs. Plus you get a nifty tool that
spits out dozens of words that rhyme with your seed keyword, helping you make
up awesome lyrics.

What’s covered?

There is a pretty impressive range of information covered in Superior Songwriting.

Stuart Sinclair points out that a lot of new songwriters make some pretty silly
mistakes when they get started. For example, lots of people assume that writing
a song involves an almost mystical process, where you suddenly receive
inspiration like a lightning bolt from the heavens, and all you have to do is write it
down.

The reality is quite different of course. Writing a song is more often a very
structured process – and in all cases you have to have a solid understanding of
the components in a good song before you can write one.

Superior Songwriting starts by laying down the groundwork of everything you
need to know about writing a song, such as rhyming lyrics, structured melodies
and catchy rhythms.

It then goes into the business aspects of writing a song, so you learn not just how
to write a song that’s actually good, but also how to market it and draw it to the
attention of industry bigwigs.

The book shares tips on earning a living from songwriting and reveals what it’s
actually like making a career out of this stuff. In addition, you learn how to create
songs that tick all the boxes of chart-topping hit-lists.

Particularly good parts
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In addition to the points I mentioned above, I loved the way Superior Songwriting
gets so detailed about what goes into a really good song.

Good songwriters usually plan out a song before they get started – they don’t just
launch in with a few airy-fairy ideas. Along with information on structuring your
song, Superior Songwriting shares an essential secret that you must get right
before starting your song, as it paves the way to whether your song will genuinely
hit the mark or get lost in the big black hole of bad songs.

There is an entire chapter dedicated to Making Your Song Memorable which is a
must-read. Songwriting is competitive, and it’s foolish to think that you know all
there is to know by instinct. As with most things, a lot of what you need to know
to be able to write a great song can be learned.

Superior Songwriting also discusses dealing with Entertainment Attorneys,
recording demo tapes cheaply, and how to network. All things that – while not
particularly glamorous - are essential to forging a name for yourself as a
songwriter.

A big issue for all songwriters is finding your own style. Your songs will sell much
better if they are instantly recognizable, so Superior Songwriting goes into great
detail explaining how to develop your style into a signature trademark. This will
enable you to market your music to the people who are looking for that kind of
music – the publishers, performing artists, and record companies that are most
likely to be interested in what you have to offer.

The great thing about Superior Songwriting is that although you learn a ton of
stuff, it’s always easy to follow and understand. The advice here is completely
real, practical and makes you feel excited about getting started.

If you are serious about learning the art of songwriting, then I highly recommend
getting a copy of Superior Songwriting. With this one program, you get taken
through the basics in vocal technique and care, through to the highly complex
aspects of personalizing a song, auditioning, how to perfect your pitch (including
software), singing harmony and recording yourself with the mini recording studio
software.

You can pick up a copy from the link below:

http://tinyurl.com/vto-songwriting
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